LONE STAR ALLEGRO CLUB: Roving Reporter News for February, New Braunfels Rally
Rain, sleet nor snow kept this group from gathering at Hill Country RV Resort in New Braunfels, Texas.
We had a total of 10 rigs and 1 rigless person enjoying all of the wonderful fun, food, and fellowship
that
our host team: Sharon & David Foster and Carol & Chuck Bennett planned for the rally. Thanks again
Host Team – Great Job!!!
Several folks arrived early in the week to enjoy the sites and restaurants in the area. On Friday night,
we gathered in the club house for attitude adjustment. The room was nicely decorated in Red White
and Blue to go along with the Presidents Day theme selected by the host team. This time provided the
opportunity to catch up on news with old friends and meet new ones. Dinner was a treat with “make
your own tacos”. That was a new experience for us and it was awesome. After we pushed away from
the table, we played a trivia game about – what else- the Presidents of the United States. Being the
history buff he is, Mark Didelot was the big winner.
Breakfast on Saturday morning was perfect: pancakes, sausage, awesome rice dish, fruit and a
wonderful monkey bread made by Carol. Remember everyone, there is a place to share your recipes
on the Webpage – hint hint!
The LSA meeting started on time and ended with some of the ladies heading out to the gem show and
the men talking poker. Before we could go play, we had to undress the clubhouse for a wedding on
Saturday evening. Everyone pitched in and the task was completed quickly.
We finished out our rally week-end in the Great Room, very cozy with a fire in the fire place. Enjoyed
gathering there Saturday evening for attitude adjustment before we headed out to enjoy the German
fare at Alpine House for dinner. Excellent choice!
On Sunday morning we gathered in the Great Room to enjoy a continental breakfast and say our
goodbyes. Two of our members will be having medical procedures during the upcoming week –
prayers for a good outcome!
Our March rally will be held at the Victoria KOA on March 27 – 29, 2015. We have 10 rigs registered
and even though the deadline to sign up has passed – the campground stated they will be able to
provide LSA with extra spots. So if you are interested in joining us, but have not made reservations,
please take the time to call now. Host team for this rally will be Susan & Terry Toye and Nancy &
Richard Brinlee.
Keep them big wheels rolling – see you soon!

